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(57) ABSTRACT 
A static random access memory (SRAM) With cells in one 
portion having a higher beta ratio than the remaining cells of 
the array. In a ?rst portion, cells have a 10W [3 ratio for high 
performance. A second portion of the array contains SRAM 
cells With a higher [3 ratio that are more stable than the cells 
in the ?rst portion, but are someWhat sloWer. 
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SRAM WITH IMPROVED NOISE SENSITIVITY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention is related to static random 
access memories (SRAMs) and more particularly to improv 
ing noise sensitivity in SRAM cells. 

[0003] 2. Background Description 

[0004] Invertors made completely of n-type enhancement 
mode ?eld effect transistors (NFETs) or devices, such as 
inverter 20 of FIG. 1 are Well knoWn in the art. A typical 
NFET invertor 20 is tWo series connected NFETs 22, 24. The 
?rst NFET 22 is tied gate to drain betWeen a supply voltage 
(Vdd) and an output 26. The second NFET 24 is connected 
drain to source betWeen a loW supply or reference voltage 
(ground, GND) and the output 26. The input 28 to the 
invertor 20 is provided to the gate of the second NFET 24. 

[0005] With the input loW, both FETs 22, 24 are off and the 
output is high, beloW Vdd by the NFET threshold voltage 
(VT), i.e., at Vdd—VT. When the input to the invertor 20 is 
driven high, the second NFET 24 turns on and, at steady 
state is in its linear or resistive operating range (Ron), pulling 
the output 26 loW. The ?rst NFET is also on, but in 
saturation, acting as a voltage controlled current source 
(ISM). The output doWn level (VIOW) under these conditions 
is the voltage drop across the resistive second transistor 24 
by the current supplied by the voltage controlled current 
source of the ?rst transistor 22, i.e., V1OW=ISat Ron. Calcu 
lating these parameters is Well knoWn in the art and is 
dependent upon device operating conditions and numerous 
technology dependent device characteristics. 

[0006] Some of these device characteristics, e.g., gate 
oXide thickness, are common to both transistors 22, 24. 
HoWever, the individual transistors 22, 24 each have indi 
vidual device characteristics and bias conditions that affect 
VIOW, e.g., each device’s Width to length ratio (W/L), gate, 
source and drain operating voltages and substrate bias 
voltage. A typically acceptable output doWn level is a 
voltage level that is someWhat less than VT such that the 
circuit driven by the invertor output 26 experiences a loW, 
i.e., the neXt driven NFET does not turn on. 

[0007] For simplicity in design, since at steady state the 
output is constant at V10W very often each of the NFETs 20, 
24 are modeled as resistors (transconductances) in a voltage 
divider. Accordingly, the output doWn level may be treated 
as the voltage from this voltage divider. Further, the ratio of 
these tWo transconductances may be referred to as the beta 
([3) ratio of the invertor. The [3 ratio can be used to provide 
a measure of acceptability of the tWo devices 22, 24 as an 
invertor, i.e., a “rule of thumb.” For eXample, an invertor 
With a [3 ratio of 1 has an output doWn level that is Vdd/2. An 
invertor With a [3 ratio of four has an output doWn level of 

0.2Vdd. 
[0008] FIG. 2 shoWs an eXample of a typical state of the 
art siX transistor (6T) static random access memory (SRAM) 
cell 50, in the Well-known complementary insulated gate 
FET technology knoWn as CMOS. Data is stored in a pair of 
cross-coupled invertors 52, 54. NFET 52N and p-type FET 
(PFET) 52P form the ?rst invertor 52. NFET 54N and PFET 
54P form the second invertor 54. Apair of pass gates 56, 58 
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are connected betWeen each of the cross coupled invertors 
52, 54 and a respective bit line pair 60, 62. AWord line 64, 
connected to numerous SRAM cells 50, controls the gates of 
pass gates 56, 58. Typically, the bit line pair 60, 62 are 
connected to numerous identical SRAM cells 50, each 
connected to a different Word line. The capacitive load for 
the bit line cells is modeled by a pair of capacitors 66, 68. 
Each cell 50 is addressed/selected by intersection of the 
Word line 64 at a bit line pair 60, 62. 

[0009] In a typical SRAM array, a single Word line 64 
drives pass gates 56, 58 for numerous cells 50, each con 
nected to individual pairs of bit lines 60, 62. Typically, 
anytime the Word line is driven, only a subset of all of the 
cells at speci?c selected columns on the Word line are of 
interest. Other cells on the Word line at columns other than 
selected columns are also connected to their bit lines, 
typically referred to as half selected cells. The half selected 
cells are connected to their pre-charged bit line pairs With the 
bit line pairs precharged and ?oating at Vdd. Half selected 
cells should retain data after selection, identically to What is 
stored in them prior to half selection. A cell disturb, e.g., 
from incomplete precharge or a design imbalance, cells may 
sWitch states. 

[0010] Data is Written into the cell 50 by driving one of the 
bit line of the pair, 60, 62 high, pulling the other loW and, 
subsequently, driving the Word line 64 high for a short 
period of time. With the Word line 64 high, the state of the 
bit line pair 60, 62 is transferred to cross coupled invertors 
52, 54. With the Word line 64 loW, that state is stored in the 
cell 50. 

[0011] Reading data stored in the cell is, more or less, the 
reverse of a Write. First, the bit lines are pre-charged to some 
bit line pre-charge voltage level (Vpre), typically Vdd. After 
the bit lines are pre-charged, pre-charging the bit line 
capacitance is 66, 68, the bit lines are ?oated at the pre 
charged and then the Word line 64 is driven high. Whatever 
is stored in the cell, as represented by the respective comple 
mentary states of a cross coupled invertors 52, 54, is 
transferred to the bit lines 60, 62 as a voltage difference. 
Depending on the state of the cross couple invertors 52, 54, 
a corresponding bit line 60 or 62, eventually is pulled loW 
and the remaining bit line 62 or 60 remains high. HoW fast 
the bit line is pulled loW determines cell read time or read 
performance. 

[0012] During a read, When the Word line 64 turns on, both 
pass gates 56, 58 connect the cell storage nodes at the cross 
couple invertors 52, 54 to the bit line pair 60, 62. At least at 
the beginning of the read With both bit lines of the pair 60, 
62 and the Word line high, one of the cross coupled invertors 
52, 54 (i.e., the invertor driving a loW) is biased identically 
to the NFET inverter 20 of FIG. 1. Thus, cell stability 
depends on the [3 ratio of the particular pass gate/inverter 
NFETs 56/52N and 58/54N. Cell performance also depends 
on the [3 ratio for the pair of NFETs 56, 52N or 58, 54N 
pulling doWn the particular bit line 60 or 62 respectively. 

[0013] Primary concerns of SRAM cell design are cell 
siZe, cell performance and cell stability. Cell siZe is usually 
a function of the particular geometry or minimum feature 
siZe available for the technology in Which the cell is being 
made. Performance and stability are also affected by cell 
siZe. To minimiZe read time and, therefore, optimiZe per 
formance, the resistance of both pass gates and inverter 
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NFETs (52N, 54N, 56, 58) should be minimized. Typically, 
invertor NFETs 52N, 54N are a minimum sized devices. So, 
most read performance is realiZed by reducing the resistance 
of pass gates 56, 58. However, reducing the pass gate 
resistance increases transconductance, reducing P ratio and 
stability, e.g., by increasing the half select voltage drop 
across the internal cell NFETs 52N, 54N. Further, at some 
point [3 ratio may be loW enough that even minor noise may 
cause the half selected cell to sWitch, inadvertently changing 
data stored in the cell. Generally, the cell beta ratio is 
selected betWeen tWo and four, making SRAM cells are 
more stable and tolerant to noise and other disturbances, 
e.g., during a cell read. Also, in this [3 ratio range, the cell 
remains relatively insensitive to other sources of errors, e.g., 
alpha-particles or soft errors. Unfortunately, a more stable 
cell is harder to sWitch, thus increasing cell Write time and 
also, this stability is at a cost of cell read performance Which 
is not a particularly desirable tradeoff. 

[0014] Cells With a beta ratio beloW 1.5 are considered 
sensitive With disturb occurring in as many as half of cells 
on a Word line. At Worst, the disturbs cause half selected 
cells to change states inadvertently, e.g., from 0 to 1 and vice 
versa. In particular minor cell mismatches in these sensitive 
cells, e.g., from poor process control or introduced in cell 
layout, that might otherWise be tolerable become intolerable 
at loW voltages. So, cell designers are faced With opting for 
cell stability by keeping the cell [3 ratios betWeen tWo and 
four and suffering long read and Write times or, for perfor 
mance by reducing the cell [3 ratios to beloW tWo and 
accepting/suffering the resulting cell sensitivity and insta 
bility. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] It is a purpose of the invention to reduce the 
sensitivity of SRAM cells storing critical data; 

[0016] It is a further purpose of the invention to improve 
SRAM cell performance; 

[0017] It is yet another purpose of the invention to facili 
tate SRAM operation at loW voltages. 

[0018] The present invention is a static random access 
memory (SRAM) With cells in one portion having a higher 
beta ratio than the remaining cells of the array. A ?rst 
portion, cells have a loW [3 ratio for high performance. A 
second portion of the array contains SRAM cells With a 
higher [3 ratio that are more stable than the cells in the ?rst 
portion, but are someWhat sloWer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0019] The foregoing and other objects, aspects and 
advantages Will be better understood from the folloWing 
detailed preferred embodiment description With reference to 
the draWings, in Which: 

[0020] 
[0021] FIG. 2 shoWs an eXample of a typical state of the 
art siX transistor (6T) static random access memory 

(SRAM); 
[0022] FIG. 3 shoWs a ?oor plan of a ?rst preferred 
embodiment SRAM; 

[0023] FIGS. 4A-C are eXamples of n-curves for SRAM 
cells; 

FIG. 1 shoWs a typical prior art NFET inverter; 
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[0024] FIG. 5 shoWs another preferred embodiment 
physically similar to the ?rst preferred embodiment; 

[0025] FIG. 6 is an eXample of a cross section of a third 
preferred embodiment Wherein all cells have the same [3 
ratio by design but, are operated such that cells being 
accessed have a loWer effective [3 ratio than unselected cells; 

[0026] FIG. 7 is an eXample of a timing diagram for the 
reading and Writing from a third preferred embodiment 
array; 

[0027] FIGS. 8A-C shoW n-curves illustrating the advan 
tages of the third preferred embodiment from providing 
higher Vcc to the half selected array cells. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0028] FIG. 3 shoWs a ?oor plan of ?rst preferred embodi 
ment SRAM 100 Wherein a portion of the SRAM 100 has 
cells 50‘ With a higher beta ratio than the remaining cells 50 
of the SRAM array 102. In this ?rst embodiment the SRAM 
array 102 includes a ?rst portion 104 With cells 50 that have 
a loW [3 ratio for high performance. A second portion 106 of 
the array 102 contains SRAM cells 50‘ With a higher [3 ratio 
that are more stable than the cells 50 in the ?rst portion 104, 
but are someWhat sloWer. A Word decode section 108 
provides Word line selection. Abit decode/sense amp section 
110 provides bit line pair selection and data sensing. 

[0029] As With any typical state of the art SRAM array, the 
cells 50, 50‘ in both portions 104, 106 are arranged in roWs 
and columns. Cells 50, 50‘ in each roW share a common 
Word line 64, 64‘ and, cells 50, 50‘ in each column share a 
common bit line pair 60, 62. So, for this preferred embodi 
ment 100, all the cells 50, 50‘ in both portions 104, 106 array 
102 are designed to have a common bit line pitch. Cells 50 
in loW beta ratio 104 of the array 102, have the same bit line 
pitch by design and share bit lines 60, 62 With cells 50‘ in the 
more stable higher [3 ratio portion 106. To accommodate for 
the cells 50‘ in high beta ratio second portion 106, Which are 
someWhat larger, they have a Wider Word line pitch than 
cells 50 in the loW beta ratio portion 104. Word line decoders 
112 and Word line drivers 114 in Word decoder section 108 
are spaced at a different pitch at the minimum [3 ratio array 
portion 104 than at the high [3 ratio array portion 106, Where 
the Word line pitch is greater. Accordingly, there may be 
gaps betWeen drivers and/or decoders located at the high [3 
ratio array portion 106. If desired, these gaps may be ?lled 
With blank or dummy decoders (not shoWn), for eXample. 
Since column/bit line pairs 60, 62 have a uniform pitch 
throughout the entire array 102, no accommodation is nec 
essary and, sense amps 116 and bit line decoders 118 may be 
spaced uniformly in bit line/sense amp area 110. 

[0030] A noise curve (n-curve) that indicates SRAM cell 
stability and noise margin can be generated by plotting 
current versus voltage as one cross coupled latch node is 
ramped to a supply voltage, e.g., ground or Vdd. FIGS. 4A-C 
are eXamples of n-curves for SRAM cells, such as the cell 
50 of FIG. 2 above, illustrating the effect of different design 
parameters Within the cell, including [3 ratio and Vcc. Thus, 
FIG. 4A is illustrative of the effect of [3 ratio on cell stability 
for an off cell, i.e., Where the Word line is held loW. From this 
eXample, it may be surmised that [3 ratio has little effect on 
soft error rate, e.g., from alpha particles. This is because 
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SRAM cells typically recover from an alpha particle hit With 
current from the PFET pull-up device of the cross coupled 
invertors. Thus, the protection provided against alpha par 
ticles is dependent mainly upon the amount of current 
available from a minimum siZe PFET, 22 pA in this example. 
The current noise margin (Inm) is the P device current for the 
particular [3 ratio curve, e.g., 140 00A for [3 of 2.25. Further, 
the difference betWeen the ?rst intercept at Zero and the 
second intercept immediately following the peak current, 
de?nes the cell’s voltage noise margin. So, at [3=2.25 in this 
example, the voltage noise margin is 0.47V. 

[0031] FIG. 4B shoWs an example of half select noise 
margin. Thus, as can be seen from this example, both the 
voltage noise margin and current noise margin is signi? 
cantly degraded by half selecting cells. In particular, Where 
cell [3 ratio is 2.25, the current noise margin is 100 pA and 
the voltage noise margin is approximately 0.42V. FIG. 4C 
is a comparison of standby and versus half select With the 
beta ?xed at 1.5 and With both Vcc and the Word line (When 
selected) at 1.2V. 

[0032] So, according to the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, under conditions Where soft errors or soft 
failures are more likely to occur, e.g., during long periods of 
stand-by or loW poWer, sensitive data is moved from the loW 
[3 array portion 104 and stored in the more stable high [3 ratio 
array portion 106. During normal operation, When soft errors 
are more easily addressed or are less likely to accumulate, 
data is in the high performance loW poWer array 104. Thus, 
because during stand-by sensitive data has been transferred 
to the more stable, higher [3 ratio array portion 106, the loWer 
[3 ratio array portion 104 may be operated at reduced poWer 
or at no poWer, to achieve substantial poWer savings. When 
poWer and stability are not at a premium, data is stored in the 
loW [3 ratio, high performance array portion 104 to maximiZe 
SRAM performance. Optionally, sensitive data may be 
stored in the more stable high [3 ratio array 104 normally 
and, simultaneously into the loW ratio array 104 or, subse 
quently transferred there, prior to entering standby. Return 
ing the SRAM from stand-by is accomplished by reversing 
this intra-array read/Write process to restore data from the 
high [3 ratio portion 106 to appropriate locations in the loW 
[3 ratio portion 104. 

[0033] FIG. 5 shoWs another preferred embodiment 120, 
organiZed differently, but physically similar to the ?rst 
preferred embodiment. In this embodiment 120, individual 
high cell [3 ratio and loW cell [3 ratio SRAM macros 122, 124 
are included. Each macro 122, 124 is more or less self 
contained and, includes its oWn Word line decoders and 
drivers, bit line decoders and drivers, as Well as sense amps. 
As With the ?rst embodiment, during normal operation the 
sloWer high [3 ratio array 122 is largely unused and the 
higher performance loWer [3 ratio macro 124 is employed 
normally. Again, just prior to entering loW poWer or stand-by 
mode, sensitive data is transferred from the loW [3 ratio array 
124 to the high [3 ratio array 122 With an inter-macro 
read-Write operation. Optionally, during stand-by or at loW 
poWer, the unused loWer [3 ratio array 124 may be discon 
nected from its poWer supply to further reduce stand-by 
poWer requirements. Preferably, in this embodiment the [3 
ratio of cells in the loWer [3 ratio macro 124 is 1.5-2, While 
the [3 ratio of cells in the higher [3 ratio macro 122 is 2-4. 

[0034] FIG. 6 is an example of a cross section 130 of a 
third preferred embodiment Wherein all cells 50 have the 
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same [3 ratio by design but, are operated such that cells 50 
being accessed have a loWer effective [3 ratio than unselected 
and half selected cells 50. Thus, the entire array of this 
embodiment has the advantages of both array portions of the 
above embodiments in that any cells 50 selected for access 
have a loW effective [3 ratio and exhibit high performance 
While other, unaccessed or half accessed cells 50 have a 
higher effective [3 ratio and exhibit higher stability. Although 
the architecture of this third preferred embodiment is sub 
stantially similar to either of the ?rst tWo preferred embodi 
ments, this preferred embodiment does have some unique 
differences. 

[0035] In particular, none of the cells 50 in the array are 
physically different. HoWever, the column decoder is 
slightly different than that of the ?rst tWo embodiments. 
Primarily, for each column of cells the supply voltage (Vac) 
132, 134 is sWitchable and separate from every other column 
of cells in the array. So, in addition to normally selecting one 
pair of a number of pairs of pass gates at each column, the 
supply voltage for the column is also selected by column 
selection, 136, 138. Coincident With turning on a selected 
pair of pass gates for the selected column to pass the voltage 
difference on the selected bit line pair to a bit sense amp, the 
selected supply voltage is passed to the column supply Vcc 
for the selected column. 

[0036] The column select selects betWeen chip supply 
Vddl, and a second higher array supply Vddz, Which are 
provided to a supply voltage sWitch, one for each column of 
the array. Normally, the supply voltage sWitch selectively 
passes the higher array Vdd2 to Vcc for unselected or half 
selected cells. HoWever, upon selecting a column line, the 
loWer chip Vddl is passed only to Vcc for the selected 
column. The loWer chip Vddl reduces the cell drive voltage, 
i.e., provided to the gate of the pull doWn NFET in the cell, 
such that pull doWn NFET on-resistance of cells in the 
selected column is reduced. Because of the reduced drive 
voltage, cells in the selected column have an effective [3 ratio 
that is loWer than other cells in other unselected columns of 
the array. As noted above, the loWer effective [3 ratio makes 
the Write operation much quicker. The remaining half 
selected cells With the higher Vcc have a more stable, higher 
[3 ratio. 

[0037] FIG. 7 is an example of a timing diagram for the 
reading and Writing from a third preferred embodiment array 
as in FIG. 6. Data is Written into a selected cell, placing the 
data on the bit line pair of the selected column by driving one 
side of the pair loW With the other of the pair remaining high. 
Simultaneously, Vcc is sWitched to loWer Vddl for that 
selected column. Then, the selected Word line is raised, 
connecting the cells on that Word line With their respective 
bit line pairs. All of the half selected bit line pairs are 
precharged to Vddl, While the column supply voltage Vcc for 
all of those unselected columns remains at the higher Vddz, 
thereby maintaining a high [3 ratio in those half selected 
cells. The bit line pairs on the unselected columns are 
disturbed someWhat during the period that the Word line 
remains high, because the Word line connects half selected 
cell storage latches to their respective bit line pairs. HoW 
ever, the selected cell is Written quickly because the selected 
cells have a loW [3 ratio and, therefore, the total path 
resistance is reduced through the pass gates and cell storage 
latches. As With the Write, When data is read from a selected 
cell, the column select that selects a bit line pair simulta 
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neously passes the lower Vdd2 to the column that includes 
the selected cell. When the Word line is driven high to select 
the cell, the selected cell pulls one bit line of the pair loW. 
The half selected cells are provided With the higher supply 
voltage for improved stability and, cells sharing the column 
With the accessed cell are provided With a reduced supply 
voltage for improved Write performance. 
[0038] In What is knoWn as bulk CMOS technology, Where 
devices are formed on the surface of a silicon layer, 1.5 is 
generally accepted as a minimum safe [3 ratio for a SRAM 
cell. A cell With a beta ratio of 1.0 is useful only Where half 
select is not likely to occur. Half selects are most likely to 
occur along an active Word line of, for example, a thousand 
cells When only a feW, e.g., 32 bits of the 1,000, are being 
accessed. Alpha particles and other disturbs may occur in 
half selected cells that, under the Wrong circumstances, may 
cause the cell to sWitch its state thereby causing soft errors. 
Silicon on insulator (SOI) CMOS cell [3 ratios must be 
approximately 50% more than in bulk CMOS, e.g., at least 
2.25 for a SOI CMOS SRAM cell. Further, that [3 ratio must 
almost double to achieve adequate stability. Once the cell [3 
ratio is high enough, hoWever, the half selected cells ignore 
disturbs and imbalances and so, do not sWitch, regardless of 
hoW long the Word line remains high. Thus, for example, the 
third preferred embodiment may be used to facilitate migra 
tion of an SRAM design and layout from bulk CMOS to SOI 
simply by modifying the array such that a higher supply 
voltage is provided in half selected portion of the array, i.e., 
an array supply voltage that is higher than the Word line 
voltage for an effective increase in the [3 ratio for the half 
selected cells. 

[0039] FIG. 8A shoWs n-curves illustrating the advan 
tages of the third preferred embodiment from providing 
higher Vcc to the half selected array cells. In particular, for 
a Word line voltage of 1.2V With [3 ?xed at 1, the current 
noise margin is improved from slightly more than 30 pA at 
Vcc of 1.2V to roughly 110 pA With Vcc at 1.8V and, 
correspondingly, almost a 2X voltage margin improvement 
from 0.28V to 052V. This compares With a [3 ratio of more 
than 2.25 in FIG. 4A. FIG. 8B shoWs a similar half select 
example Wherein cell [3 ratio is 1.5 by design and Vcc is 
varied from 1.2V to 1.8V, While holding the Word line 
voltage at 1.2V. In this example, the current noise margin is 
improved from 50 pA at Vcc of 1.2V to more than 160 pA at 
Vcc of 1.8V. FIG. 8C shoWs a common overlay for com 
paring the curves of FIG. 4B With those of FIG. 8B. 

[0040] Accordingly, a preferred embodiment SRAM of 
the present invention and, more particularly, the SRAM of 
the third preferred embodiment provides much more stabil 
ity and soft error tolerance than typical state of the art 
SRAMs. More particularly, the present invention provides 
the same advantages that may be achieved, for example, 
using a high threshold implant to increase Word line pass 
gate transistor thresholds. HoWever, adding high threshold 
devices requires additional masks and implant steps. Instead, 
the present invention achieves this improvement at a sig 
ni?cantly shorter manufacturing time and loWer cost than 
What is incurred for adding masks and process steps. Also, 
using this third preferred embodiment, it is possible to 
migrate bulk CMOS SRAM designs almost directly from 
bulk CMOS to SOI, a heretofore unavailable migration path. 
In addition, the minimum SRAM cell need not have a [3 ratio 
of 1.5 but, instead, a [3 ratio of 1 or less may be suitable, 
advantageously shrinking minimum acceptable cell siZe. 

[0041] Also, providing a sWitchable or controllable Vcc 
alloWs independent control of array performance, standby 
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poWer dissipation and soft error rate. Soft errors have 
become much more of a problem as cells store less charge. 
Charge, q=CV, is reduced as chip supply voltages are 
loWered along With cell capacitances and, in particular, 
parasitic capacitances Within the cell. Both C and V are 
reduced as a natural result of migrating from bulk CMOS 
technology to SOI. So, migrating from bulk CMOS to SOI 
increases cell sensitivity to soft errors. As can be seen from 
the above n-curves, cells With a higher [3 ratio have much 
better noise margins and, accordingly, soft error rate toler 
ance as Well as higher half-select noise margin. Thus, by 
achieving higher effective [3 ratios Without forgoing cell 
density, the third preferred embodiment enjoys signi?cant 
advantages over the prior art approaches. 

[0042] Having thus described preferred embodiments of 
the present invention, various modi?cations and changes 
Will occur to a person skilled in the art Without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the invention. It is intended that 
all such variations and modi?cations fall Within the scope of 
the appended claims. Examples and draWings are, accord 
ingly, to be regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A static random access for memory (SRAM) compris 

ing: 
an array of SRAM cells, a ?rst array portion including 

said SRAM cells having a ?rst beta ratio for perfor 
mance and density; and 

a second array portion including SRAM cells having a 
second beta ratio higher than said ?rst beta ratio, cells 
of said second array portion being more stable than 
cells of said ?rst array portion. 

2. A SRAM as in claim 1 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio is 
betWeen 1 and 3 and said second beta ratio is betWeen 2 and 
4. 

3. A SRAM as in claim 2 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio is 
betWeen 2 and 3 and said second beta ratio is betWeen 3 and 
4. 

4. A SRAM as in claim 1 Wherein said ?rst array portion 
and said second array portion are in a common SRAM array, 
Whereby sensitive data is selectively transferred betWeen 
said ?rst array portion and said second array portion depend 
ing upon a need for additional stability or performance. 

5. A SRAM as in claim 1 Wherein said ?rst array portion 
is in a ?rst SRAM macro and said second array portion is in 
a second SRAM macro, Whereby sensitive data is selectively 
transferred betWeen said ?rst array portion and said second 
array portion depending upon a need for additional stability 
or performance. 

6. A SRAM as in claim 1 Wherein during access of cells 
of said memory array, SRAM cells in each column being 
accessed having said ?rst beta ratio, remaining SRAM cells 
in said array having said second beta ratio. 

7. A SRAM as in claim 1 further comprising a Word 
decode selecting one Word line amongst a plurality of Word 
lines, each selected Word line selecting a plurality of SRAM 
cells; and 

a column select for selecting a column amongst a plurality 
of columns a cell at a selected column and Word line 
being accessed. 

8. A SRAM as in claim 7 Wherein the column select 
further comprises a column supply voltage select, said 
column supply voltage select providing a ?rst voltage level 
to an unselected column and a second voltage supply level 
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to a selected column Whereby said second supply voltage 
provides a loWer effective beta ratio to cells in said column 
than said ?rst supply voltage. 

9. A SRAM as in claim 7 Wherein said Word decode is a 
?rst Word decode selecting Word lines in said ?rst array 
portion and further comprising a second Word decode select 
ing Word lines in said second array portion. 

10. A SRAM as in claim 9 Wherein said column decode 
is a ?rst column decode selecting columns in said ?rst array 
portion and further comprising a second column decode 
selecting columns in said secondary portion, said ?rst array 
portion being in a ?rst SRAM macro and said second array 
portion being in a second SRAM macro. 

11. A static random access for memory (SRAM) com 
prising: 

an array of SRAM cells, a ?rst array portion including 
said SRAM cells having a ?rst beta ratio for perfor 
mance and density; 

a second array portion including SRAM cells having a 
second beta ratio higher than said ?rst beta ratio, cells 
of said second array portion being more stable than 
cells of said ?rst array portion; 

a Word decode selecting one Word line amongst a plurality 
of Word lines, each selected Word line selecting a 
plurality of SRAM cells from said array; and 

a column select for selecting a column amongst a plurality 
of columns, a cell at a selected column and Word line 
being accessed. 

12. A SRAM as in claim 11 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1 and 3 and said second beta ratio is betWeen 2 
and 4. 

13. A SRAM as in claim 12 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1.5 and 2. 

14. A SRAM as in claim 13 Wherein the column select 
further comprises a column supply voltage select, said 
column supply voltage select providing a ?rst voltage level 
to an unselected column and a second voltage supply level 
to a selected column Whereby said second supply voltage 
provides a loWer effective beta ratio to cells in said column 
than said ?rst supply voltage. 

15. A SRAM as in claim 13 Wherein said Word decode is 
a ?rst Word decode selecting Word lines in said ?rst array 
portion and further comprising a second Word decode select 
ing Word lines in said second array portion, Whereby sen 
sitive data is selectively transferred betWeen said ?rst array 
portion and said second array portion depending upon a need 
for additional stability or performance. 

16. A SRAM as in claim 15 Wherein said column decode 
is a ?rst column decode selecting columns in said ?rst array 
portion and further comprising a second column decode 
selecting columns in said secondary portion, said ?rst array 
portion being in a ?rst SRAM macro and said second array 
portion being in a second SRAM macro. 

17. A static random access for memory (SRAM) com 
prising: 

an array of SRAM cells, a ?rst array portion including 
said SRAM cells having a ?rst beta ratio for perfor 
mance and density; 

a second array portion including SRAM cells having a 
second beta ratio higher than said ?rst beta ratio, cells 
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of said second array portion being more stable than 
cells of said ?rst array portion; 

a Word decode selecting one Word line amongst a plurality 
of Word lines, each selected Word line selecting a 
plurality of SRAM cells from said array; 

a column select for selecting a column amongst a plurality 
of columns, a cell at a selected column and Word line 
being accessed; and 

a column supply voltage select, said column supply 
voltage select providing a ?rst voltage level to an 
unselected column and a second voltage supply level to 
a selected column Whereby said second supply voltage 
provides a loWer effective beta ratio to cells in said 
column than said ?rst supply voltage. 

18. A SRAM as in claim 17 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1 and 3 and said second beta ratio is betWeen 2 
and 4. 

19. A SRAM as in claim 18 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1.5 and 2. 

20. A SRAM as in claim 19 Wherein said column select 
selects said column supply voltage. 

21. A static random access for memory (SRAM) com 
prising: 

an array of SRAM cells, a ?rst array portion including 
said SRAM cells having a ?rst beta ratio for perfor 
mance and density; 

a second array portion including SRAM cells having a 
second beta ratio higher than said ?rst beta ratio, cells 
of said second array portion being more stable than 
cells of said ?rst array portion; 

a ?rst Word decode selecting one Word line amongst a 
plurality of Word lines, each selected Word line select 
ing a plurality of SRAM cells from said array; 

a column select for selecting a column amongst a plurality 
of columns, a cell at a selected column and Word line 
being accessed; and 

a second Word decode selecting one Word line amongst a 
plurality of Word lines in said second array portion, 
Whereby sensitive data is selectively transferred 
betWeen said ?rst array portion and said second array 
portion depending upon a need for additional stability 
or performance. 

22. A SRAM as in claim 21 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1 and 3 and said second beta ratio is betWeen 2 
and 4. 

23. A SRAM as in claim 22 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1.5 and 2. 

24. A SRAM as in claim 21 Wherein said column decode 
is a ?rst column decode selecting columns in said ?rst array 
portion and further comprising a second column decode 
selecting columns in said second array portion, said ?rst 
array portion being in a ?rst SRAM macro and said second 
array portion being in a second SRAM macro. 

25. A SRAM as in claim 24 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1 and 3 and said second beta ratio is betWeen 2 
and 4. 

26. A SRAM as in claim 25 Wherein said ?rst beta ratio 
is betWeen 1.5 and 2. 


